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MINUTES 
Technology Architecture Committee 

  
 
Objective:  Guide the direction of information technology across the enterprise, making recommendations as 

appropriate to the ITS Executive Leadership Team and the IT Governance Council 
  
Date:  May 24, 2021 
 
Participants: Shawn Banner, Dave Borschel, Louis Brooks, Andy Bucior, Alex Chisler, Trace Cooper, 

Matthew Earhart, Mary Eichin, Lori Gormin, Fred Jordan, Chuck Kemeny, Jason Lammert,  
Ray Marky, Jack May, Joe McCarthy, Tom Morgan, Matt Mortimer, Mike Repchak,  
Sasank Vemana, Johnny White 

 
ACTION ITEMS 

• Consider volunteering for the myFSUVLab assessment working group, especially if you have not yet 
participated in a TAC working group this year (TAC members) 

• Make suggested changes to the SaaS Vendor Technical Questionnaire and post in Teams for offline review 
(SaaS Vendor Technical Questionnaire working group). 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Call to Order, Introductions, and Opening Remarks _Chuck Kemeny 

 
1. Chuck called the meeting to order and welcomed everyone. He asked everyone to document their 

attendance via the Zoom chat.  
 

2. Chuck reviewed the agenda. 
 

3. Chuck reminded everyone that Tom will post the draft meeting minutes in Teams and the TAC will have 
one week to review it for potential edits prior to the minutes being posted on the website.  
 

4. Chuck introduced Joe McCarthy as a first-time attendee. Joe will be delivering a presentation re: the 
myFSUVLab. 

 
Action Items Update – Chuck Kemeny 
 

5. Chuck reported that the April 2021 meeting agenda and presentations, and the Colocation Service 
Assessment have been uploaded to the TAC website. The Colocation Service Assessment was forwarded 
to Bobby for his review and for sharing with the ITS Executive Leadership Team. 
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myFSUVLab Presentation – Joe McCarthy 
 
6. Joe explained that myFSUVLab (“VLab”) enables ITS to deploy applications and desktops to any device 

anywhere via the internet. Currently Windows-based applications and desktops are being deployed to a 
variety of end users. Linux-based applications and desktops are not currently being deployed. VLab is 
currently powered by Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops which uses a concurrent user licensing model, 
and FSU is utilizing 480 concurrent licenses. 

 
7. The applications are installed on multi-user Windows remote desktop services servers (a.k.a. terminal 

servers). When launched, the applications appear to run inside of a user’s web browser, which eliminates 
the need to install and configure client software. The connections pass through a secure gateway device, 
enabling connections to the application server or desktops inside of FSU’s network. 

 
8. When an application is running, all of the processing occurs on the FSU application server, with minimal 

resources required on the client computer. The application runs on a group of several servers so that the 
user will be directed to the least busy server in the group. Users’ desktops, documents, favorites, pictures, 
and app data roaming folders to a network share. Physical computers or VMs can be made available in 
VLab by installing Citrix Client software. 

 
9. Joe explained that the VLab service went live May 2017. He presented a chart showing March 2020 – 

February 2021 usage for the 37 applications accessible via VLab. 
 

10. Joe presented a slide showing the current VLab college and departmental customers. 
 

11. Chuck asked whether Joe’s statement of “53 desktops and installing a client” means 53 desktops, each 
with a client, that are rotated. Joe replied that the desktops are either physical or VMs. Joe explained that 
the desktops are maintained by the individual customer organizations.  
 

12. Ray reported that the College of Business recently set up two computer labs to provide access to VLab 
and that they work great. 
 

13. Joe reported that he is the primary technical support person for VLab. He noted that Ray provides end 
user support for College of Business. 
 

14. Joe explained that the primary recurring funding source for VLab is the Student Technology Fee. Through 
the proposals process, full or significant partial funding have been awarded to VLab each year. Some of 
the licenses are procured by the individual customer organizations. 
 

15. Lori asked whether the 480 concurrent licenses have ever been fully consumed. Joe replied that full 
consumption did occur during spring 2019 when College of Business and College of Medicine ran very 
large classes that included SPSS utilization via VLab. 
 

16. Responding to a question from Chuck, Joe explained that lab computers with access to VLab can operate 
both locally and remote. Usage of other devices via the lab computers works in some cases but not others. 
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17. Responding to a question from Sasank about onboarding of new applications, Joe explained that a key 
determinant of whether a software can be added to the VLab suite is the ability of the license to support a 
multi-user environment. Joe noted that requests for new software typically are directed to him by college 
/ departmental IT managers / leads. An individual can request a new software by submitting a case via the 
ITS Service Center, and Joe will evaluate it. 
 

18. Lori asked whether there are any costs to the colleges / departments for using VLab. Joe replied that they 
do not, except for International Programs paying for their own virtual machine. 
 

19. Mary asked whether there is a formal list of hardware and other technical requirements for students to 
utilize the labs remotely. Joe replied that there is no formal set of requirements and that only a web browser 
is needed. He noted that some students run Chromebook and that the Citrix software is tailored to bad 
internet connections. 
 

20. Fred asked about restriction of access to a dedicated computer that has the Citrix client installed. Joe 
replied that access can be restricted to a group like Core Networking or to individual users. Citrix is very 
tied to windows and utilized Active Directory to control access. 
 

21. Chuck thanked Joe for his presentation, noting that the next service assessment by TAC will be VLab.  
 
Next Up: myFSUVLab  -  Chuck Kemeny 

 
22. Chuck asked for four to six volunteers for the upcoming VLab assessment. He explained that the workload 

will be reasonable for volunteers, including a weekly or biweekly meeting and a working window of a 
couple of months. Chuck reminded members that the minimum TAC working group commitment is one 
per year. 

 
23. Volunteers via Chat included Ray and Johnny. Trace was able to secure an agreement from Facilities that 

Daniel Stevenson, who works on the Facilities Help Desk also would participate. 
 

24. Needing a couple more volunteers, Chuck asked other members to consider volunteering and to contact 
him accordingly. 
 

Saas Vendor Questionnaire Review - Louis Brooks 
 

25. Chuck reminded the group that this questionnaire had been promised to Rosey Murton, the Chief 
Procurement Officer. He asked for a thoughtful and interactive review of the questions since this is the 
first TAC deliverable to be delivered to a person / entity outside of ITS. 

 
26. Chuck reminded the group that this questionnaire is not meant to be an in-depth questionnaire that would 

stand on its own, but rather is intended to be a set of key questions to evaluate the maturity of a vender 
and to decide whether we would want to continue pursuing potential business opportunities with the 
vendor. 

 
27. Louis asked the group to review the “Security and Privacy” section and provide feedback and suggested 

changes, if any. 
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28. Jack suggested adding questions relating to external cybersecurity audits and scans of the vendor by third 

party assessors. Chuck asked whether these types of questions would be addressed in contracts, hoping to 
avoid duplication. 
 

29. Jack explained that vendors often publish information re: cybersecurity audits that have been performed, 
thereby avoiding unique audits / scans for each contract. 
 

30. Jack will post in Teams suggested questions relating to external audits / scans and security certifications 
that might be included in the questionnaire. 
 

31. Chuck reminded the group that delivery of the completed questionnaire was promised to Rosey for early 
June. 
 

32. With the exception of the potential addition of a cybersecurity question(s) to be recommended by Jack, 
the group accepted the security and privacy questions as stated in the draft. 
 

33. Louis asked the group to review the “Compliance” section and provide feedback and suggested changes, 
if any. 
 

34. The group accepted the “Compliance” questions as stated in the draft. 
 

35. Louis asked the group to review the “Continuity of Operations and Disaster Recovery” section and provide 
feedback and suggested changes, if any. 
 

36. Lori asked whether questions should be included re: RPOs and RTOs. Louis replied that these should be 
included in the COOP. He proposed amending the last question to ask whether the vendor has a COOP 
and / or a DR plan.  
 

37. The group accepted Louis’ suggested change and accepted the other “Continuity of Operations and 
Disaster Recovery” questions as stated in the draft. 

 
38. Louis asked the group to review the “Authentication and Authorization” section and provide feedback and 

suggested changes, if any. 
 

39. The group accepted the “Authentication and Authorization” questions as stated in the draft. 
 

40. Louis asked the group to review the “Account Management” section and provide feedback and suggested 
changes, if any. 
 

41. Lori asked whether the third question should also ask about administrative accounts, in addition to asking 
about user accounts. 
 

42. Louis suggested rephrasing the third question to ask, “What is your account class structure and what are 
the roles and permissions for each account type?”, or otherwise to ask for a brief description of each 
account type. 
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43. Matt E. proposed asking “How are permissions assigned to user accounts? Are there permission groups? 

Administrative accounts?” Louis and Lori expressed their agreement with Matt’s suggestion. 
 

44. Louis proposed rephrasing the third question to ask, “What access controls, rights, and roles are 
implemented for user accounts?” 

 
45. The group accepted Louis’ suggested revision of the third question and accepted the other “Account 

Management” questions as stated in the draft. 
 

46. Louis asked the group to review the “Networking” subsection under the “Technical Specifications” section 
and provide feedback and suggested changes, if any. 

 
47. The group accepted the “Networking” questions as stated in the draft. 

 
48. Louis asked the group to review the “Application” subsection under the “Technical Specifications” section 

and provide feedback and suggested changes, if any. 
 

49. Following discussion about the integrations question, the group accepted the “Application” questions as 
stated in the draft. 
 

50. Louis asked the group to review the “Virtual and Physical Hardware” subsection under the “Technical 
Specifications” section and provide feedback and suggested changes, if any. 

 
51. The group accepted the “Virtual and Physical Hardware” questions as stated in the draft. 

 
52. Louis asked the group to review the “Training and Support” section and provide feedback and suggested 

changes, if any. 
 

53. Louis asked whether the first question should be expanded to ask whether there are different costs for 
different levels of technical support. Chuck agreed that this would be appropriate to ask. Andy asked 
whether this question should be asked within the “Service Costs” section.  
 

54. Chuck suggested that the first question under “Service Costs” be amended to state “technical support 
level”. The group agreed with Chuck’s suggestion. 
 

55. Following discussion, the group accepted the “Training and Support” questions as stated in the draft. 
 

56. Louis asked the group to review the “Service / Business Level Agreement (SLA)” section and provide 
feedback and suggested changes, if any. 

 
57. Lori suggested including support SLAs. Andy suggested that this is covered under the last bullet for 

“Training and Support”. Louis suggested that it would be better to include support SLAs within this 
section, as Lori suggested. 
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58. The group agreed to add a bullet under “Service / Business Level Agreement (SLA)” to address support 
SLAs. Otherwise, the group accepted the “Service / Business Level Agreement (SLA)” questions as stated 
in the draft. 
 

59. Louis suggested that the group continue to refine technical support SLA requirements verbiage via Teams 
chat. 

 
60. Louis asked the group to review the “Service Costs” section and provide feedback and suggested changes, 

if any. 
 

61. Lori stated that the section looks great. The group accepted the “Service Costs” questions as stated in the 
draft. 

 
Storage Refresh Update – Johnny White 

 
62.  Johnny reported that the vendor has been selected and that the Best and Final Offer is expected within 

the next one to two weeks. He expects implementation work to start during the summer. 
 
Student Tech Fee Recommendations Update – Tom Morgan and Matt Earhart 

 
63. Tom reported that the TAC’s original report was forwarded to Jane Livingston, Jonathan Fozard, Paul 

Harlacher, and subsequently to Rick Burnette. He explained that the tech fee program admins – Charlotte 
Souffront-Garcia, Matt Earhart, and Tom – reviewed the TAC’s observations and recommendations and 
incorporated into the report their own recommendations for decisions and course of action.  

 
64. Tom further explained that the IT governance Council already has a working group that is tasked with 

conducting a due diligence review of the overall tech fee program, and that he would like this working 
group to review and help decide some of the recommendations because they would involve policy in 
addition to operational changes. 

 
65. Tom again expressed his appreciation to the TAC working group for its considerable effort in reviewing 

the 52 proposals and formulating the observations and recommendations. Matt E expressed his concurring 
appreciation, explaining that the TA’s report enhances his understanding of various aspects of the tech fee 
program. 

 
NEXT MEETING 
 
The June meeting will be scheduled by Chuck and held via Zoom. 


